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errata updated to print 6

Page Error Correction
Print

corrected

17 Equation replacement Print 2

29 So, using our die roll and coin toss example, the probability of rolling a number less
than 6 or �ipping a heads is:

So, using our die roll and coin toss example, the probability of rolling a number equal
to 6 or �ipping a heads is:

Print 3

40 Figure replacement Print 3



Page Error Correction
Print

corrected

51 Figure replacement Print 3

51 What we get in the end is a function that describes the probability of each possible
hypothesis for our true belief in the probability of getting two heads from the box . . .

What we get in the end is a function that describes the probability of each possible
hypothesis for our true belief in the probability of getting two coins from the box . . .

Print 5

53 Here we calculate the probability that the chance of getting two coins from the box is
0.5, given the data:

Here we calculate the probability that the chance of getting two coins from the box is
less than or equal to 0.5, given the data:

Print 3

71 numberOfRedStuds = P (yellow | red) × numberOfRedStuds = 1/5 × 20 = 4 numberOfRedUnderYellow = P(yellow | red) × numberOfRedStuds = 1/5 × 20 = 4 Print 5

87 We just add the alphas for our prior and posterior and the betas for our prior and
posterior, and we arrive at a normalized posterior. Because this is so simple, working
with the beta distribution is very convenient for Bayesian statistics. To determine our
posterior for Han making it through the asteroid �eld, we can perform this simple
calculation:

Beta (20002,7401) = Beta (2 + 20000, 7400 + 1)

We just add the alphas for our prior and posterior and the betas for our prior and
likelihood and we arrive at a normalized posterior. Because this is so simple, working
with the beta distribution is very convenient for Bayesian statistics. To determine our
posterior for Han making it through the asteroid �eld, we can perform this simple
calculation:

Beta (20002,7441) = Beta (2 + 20000, 7440 + 1)

Print 5



Page Error Correction
Print

corrected

88 Figure replacement Print 5

94 You �rst instinct is probably to average these measurements. Your �rst instinct is probably to average these measurements. Print 7

105
Observation

Difference
from mean

Group b

2.80 –0.16

Observation
Difference
from mean

Group b

2.80 –0.2

Print 5

105 Equation replacement Print 5

106 Equation replacement Print 5



Page Error Correction
Print

corrected

116 Equation replacement Print 3

127

xs <- seq(0.005,0.01,by=0.00001)

xs.all <- seq(0,1,by=0.0001)

xs <- seq(0.005,0.01,by=0.00001)

xs.all <- seq(0,1,by=0.0001)

Print 5

130 As Figure 3-5 illustrates, the point where this line intersects the x-axis gives us our
median!

As Figure 13-5 illustrates, the point where this line intersects the x-axis gives us our
median!

Print 5

163 P (D|H1) = 0.94 × 0.89 = 0.78 P (D|H1) = 0.94 × 0.83 = 0.78 Print 3

164 The prior odds look like this: The probabilities look like this: Print 5

164 Equation replacement Print 5

178 Equation replacement Print 3

224 Since you’ve run half a mile, using this simple formula, we can �gure out: Since you’ve run half an hour, using this simple formula, we can �gure out: Print 5

234 A3. This is the same as B(5; 10, 1/23).
As expected, the probability of this is extremely low: about 1/32,000.

A3. This is the same as B(5; 10, 1/13).
As expected, the probability of this is low: about 1/2,200.

Print 6

236 Luckily we already did all this work earlier in the chapter, so we know that (A) =
4/1,000 and P(B) = 3/(100,000).

Luckily we already did all this work earlier in the chapter, so we know that (A) =
8/100 and P(B) = 3/(100,000).

Print 5

237 Plugging in our numbers, we get an answer of 100,747/25,000,000 or 0.00403. Plugging in our numbers, we get an answer of 800,276/10,000,000 or 0.0800276. Print 5

242

temp.sd <- my.sd(temp.data) temp.sd <- sd(temp.data)

Print 4

250 P (D | H2) = 0.63 × 0.55 × 0.49 = 0.170 P (D | H2) = 0.94 x 0.83 x 0.49 = 0.382 Print 5



Page Error Correction
Print

corrected

250 This means that given the Bayes factor alone, vestibular schwannoma is a roughly two
times better explanation than labyrinthitis. Now we have to look at the odds ratio:

This means that given the Bayes factor alone, vestibular schwannoma is a roughly
four times better explanation than labyrinthitis. Now we have to look at the prior
odds ratio:

Print 5

251 The end result is that labyrinthititis is only a slightly better explanation than
vestibular schwannoma.

The end result is that vestibular schwannoma is only a slightly better explanation
than labyrinthititis.

Print 5

254 Equation replacement Print 5

254

dx <- 0.01

hypotheses <- seq(0,1,by=0.01)

dx <- 0.01

hypotheses <- seq(0,1,by=dx)

Print 5


